Historical Theology for Beginners

Basic Surveys


In-Depth Surveys


Specific Studies


Primary Source Theology

Bonaventura. *Journey of the Mind into God*. (medieval)

Calvin, John. *Institutes of the Christian Religion*. (Reformation)

John of Damascus. *An Exact Exposition of the Orthodox Faith*. (patristic)

Origen. *On First Principles*. (patristic)

Thomas Aquinas. *Summa theologiae.* (medieval)
Church History, Secondary (and a few primary) Sources: An English-Language Bibliography compiled by Dr. K. Stanglin

I. General Surveys and Methodology:


II. Early:


### III. Medieval:


IV. Reformation/Post-Reformation:

A. General Reformation Studies


**B. Luther and the Lutheran Reformation**


Mackinnon, James. Luther and the Reformation. 1962.


C. Calvin, Reformed Theology, and the Continental Reformation


**D. Reformation and the British Isles**


### E. Radical Reformation


### F. Catholic Reform and the Counter-Reformation


V. Modern:

A. General Modern Church Studies


**B. Stone-Campbell Movement**


